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The duty of the nation and supporters of Palestine is to escalate the struggle against the forces

of aggression.
The primary duty of all forces supporting the right of the Palestinia.n people and opposing

the genocidal war against them is to intensify their struggle against the countries involved in the
aggression a,nd war against our people. This comes in light of escalating genocidal crimes and the
cutting off of all communications with Gaza in an attempt to hide the massive and egregious crimes
committed by the enemy against unarmed women, children, and the elderly.

It is inconceivable, a,fter the fall of about 8,000 mart5rrs, tens of thousands injured, and the
displacement of one and a half million Palestinians in Gaaa, along with daily genocidal crimes, that
the international and Arab response would be at this Ievel. The UN General Assembly's statements
have been weak, the Europea.n Union's stance is hostile and supports the continuation of genocide,

and the positions of the United States and Britain are fu1ly involved in the criminal war against
our people.

This aggressive alliance will not be dismantled by timid positions or half-hearted stances, but
requires an escalation of serious revolutionary action against all these forces, primarily the United
States a,nd the other forces of the aggression alliance. Their embassies and bases remain active
a,nd present in Arab countries and around the world, untouched by even the minimum amount of
protest.

The Ftont expresses its deep appreciation for every act of solidarity. Still, the scale of zionist
crimes against our people requires much more. The magnitude of the massacre and genocidal war
should shake the world and mobilize all Arab, friendly forces, and supporters of freedom worldwide.

The Flont calls for escalating the struggle and focusing on the embassies of the countries of
the aggression alliance a.nd its supporters, considering America as the spearhead of this aggression.

They should realize the consequences of their actions and their clear complicity in the killing our
children and in the massacres and genocidal wa,r against our people.

Providing justifications and excuses to lower the level of revolutionary and solidarity action to
symbolic and formal levels is a stab in the back of Palestine and its people, a,nd will comfort the
aggression alliance to give it space to continue crimes against our people. The Flont rea.ffirms its
previous call for a mass flood towards the embassies, interests, and bases of the aggression forces

and a greater role for solidarity parties and forces in escalating the struggle against the alliance of
enemies worldwide.


